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Marino History etc
My family moved to Marino from Seaton Park where we had been living with my grandparents in
1946. As I recall there were few houses and some olive trees on the hilly eastern side of the
railway line. Up the hill was the Brighton Cement Works that later became the Monier Tiling
Factory. It is now the Seacliff Development cited for building about 600 houses. Behind the hill was
the Linwood Quarry. On the western side of the line was the beautiful St Vincents Gulf and the
caravan park with Kingston House on the way down and a little kiosk on the foreshore.
Photo 1
The Second World War had finished but as the service men and women returned there was a serious
lack of housing stock and it was impossible initially getting building materials. Families managed
as best they could with some living in sheds and tents and building bit by bit as materials became
available. There were few facilities for the people of Marino.

Photo 2
We did however, have a train. The train line actually ran to Willunga a trip of 45 kms and opened in
1915 and closed in 1969 and took 2 hours and 14 minutes from Adelaide. From time to time we
saw the beautiful 700 class engines but most engines were smaller and the trains terminated at
Marino. At the southern end of the Marino station was the train turntable. They also needed to take
on water and coal with the coal gantry standing where the community garden is today. Just as well
the gardens are in raised beds for there must be a lot of coal under the soil.
The train was the main means of transport to Adelaide. All the men would sit in THEIR seat and in
THEIR carriage every workday. The trip took an hour. They carried kit bags with their packed lunch in
greaseproof paper. One night dad brought home a puppy for us. It was secreted in his bag and all the
guys covered up the noises especially when the guard came around to collect tickets. One family
actually had a car . It was a Tatraplan. Every night the wife drove down the hill to pick up her
husband from the train. The hill was steep and the last 100 metres to their house had to be driven
in reverse.
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We went by train to Brighton School. Imagine putting a five year old onto a train by themselves
today. The teachers left a bit to be desired too. We were taught by what they termed ‘pressure
cooker’ teachers. With a huge increase in the number of young children born after the war there
were insufficient teachers so we had teachers who were virtually untrained or trained in 6
weeks, hence the term ‘pressure cooker teachers ‘.I can still see Miss Williams with cotton wool
poking out of her nose as she had frequent nose bleeds from anger and stress and she was one scary
woman. Classes at school were huge and the teachers were mostly terrible. And there was no such
thing as a relief teacher. If a teacher was sick, two year seven students were sent to teach the class
for half day stints. I loved being chosen to do that in Grade 7.I also loved cleaning up the staff room.
It got us out of a lot of school work. The boys got to collect bins and light the rubbish incinerator.
We were all considered to be lacking in calcium so the government provided small bottles of milk
for us to drink at recess time. They were in crates and stood under the Pepper Tree in the yard. By
the time we got to drink them they were often warm and covered with a layer of cream at the top.
Ghastly.
Every Monday morning we had to say the Oath of Allegiance. We all stood to attention in class
groups and said the Oath and sang God Save the King and later did the same for the new Queen,
Queen Elizabeth 2. We stood with hands over heart or saluting as we said, ”I am an Australian….I
love my country, in the British Commonwealth, ….I honour her Queen, Queen Elizabeth 2… I salute
her flag, the Union Jack…...I promise cheerfully to obey her laws. This was all very serious and we
knew we had better not talk or laugh. The teachers always walked up and down the rows of
children, inspecting hands and nails for cleanliness before the oath and I think I decided that being a
teacher was great because you could walk up and down in high heels. The clacking noise of their
high heels was very satisfactory.
Photo 3
The old Marino house we bought was a mix of concrete and mud bricks with a steeply gabled
corrugated iron roof that was terrifying when the gales blew. The house was whitewashed and had
green timber trim. All additions were done by dad and he had a terrible time accessing materials to
make it liveable. He and mum worked like mad to make the place a home. I remember our kitchen
with a yellow marbled formica table top with chrome and yellow trimmed vinyl seats. We had a
Willow patterned dinner set and the good set of china I now have. The floors were lino in the kitchen
and polished masonite in the other rooms with hooked rugs over them. The house had a loft that
you reached via outside stairs and this became known as the train room because, like many men of
this era, model trains were all the go for dads. Our train room had tracks that went all around the
room and had three stations, all with little figures, signals, coal piles and water tanks. They were all
made by dad.
We still had a horse and cart bringing ice and milk to us in the early days. The ice was for the ice
chests. These chests were the forerunner of a refrigerator. They were of a metal cabinet
construction and ice was placed on the top of it and the leaking water slowly permeated a
material that was down the sides of the cabinet. Under the chest was a tray for catching the drips.
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The milk also came via a horse drawn cart. Milk was poured by the milky from a large metal
container into our billy cans that were left outside our doors along with the correct coins. Money
was never stolen.
At the time there was no sewage system so we had a chemical toilet. It was horrible but at least it
was an inside loo.
Shopping was hard for mum. She had to cycle to Seacliff to get to a butcher, vege shop, grocery
store or chemist. The doctor was at Brighton. Dr Burnett was our doctor and he did house calls in
those days. The dentist was there too. These professionals were all males and I can’t remember any
female doctors, dentists or lawyers for that matter. Women were channelled into the service type
jobs like typists and secretaries, and the only professions we were encouraged to take up were
teaching and nursing.
We had a chook house, a crude tin arrangement with a mesh fence and rickety gate. We had to get
the eggs every day and some of them were preserved in Vaseline and hung in a wire basket
suspended from the ceiling of the shed. We also hated watching the killing of the hens and the smell
as they were put into the copper of boiling water and plucked. One night the gales were so great
that the chook house fence was blown over and we had to run around in raincoats and rubber boots
to corral the distraught hens. As you can gather the chook house wasn’t our favourite place.
We had water connected but the houses in Keith Crescent had none and some of the families who
had water ran a hose up the hill to fill the tanks in the top houses in dry years.
A baker delivered the bread in a cart also until 2 delis opened and we go our bread from them.
Oddly enough there were two delis, one at each end of the station on Bandon Terrace. By the time
we got the bread home it was partly eaten out so we had to pound in the ends so mum didn’t know
we had eaten the front out.
We did however have a Sunday school. This was the Marino Methodist Church which can still be
seen at the back of the Marino Child Care Centre and currently being used for storage. I think all the
kids from Marino attended the Sunday School and they had a great picnic every year at Belair
National Park.
In the 1940’s the Marino Progress Association was established and they built a hall, all with
volunteer labour. Dad helped and we kids were the water girls and boys. The Hall was used a lot as
the central meeting place and for one year I played the terribly out of tune piano for the Anglican
Church which had an outreach service in the hall. It must have been excruciating for the minister
who had to listen to a 12 year old play the hymns very slowly and very badly .But if there was no
proper pianist what could you expect? It was an outreach program after all.
Imagine my delight to return to Marino 50 years after leaving it, to find the original minutes of the
Progress Association still at the hall and to see my dad’s handwriting as secretary of the
Association.
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Seacliff 1937
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Tent used as house – Angas Crescent, Marino circ. 1940s
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Last 700 class steam locomotive to Willunga – 1969
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My old house – Dudley Crescent, Marino 1950
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